
Benign Liver Lesions 
 
Divided into solid and cystic as well as those with or without malignant risk. 
 
The diagnosis is made with imaging 
If unsure then refer to your HPB surgeon and multidisciplinary team (MDT) 
 Biopsy of liver lesions without HPB/MDT discussion constitutes medical negligence  
 
Solid Benign liver lesion: 
 Haemangioma, Focal Nodular Hyperplasia, Hepatic adenoma, Regenerative nodules 
 
Haemangioma: 
 Most common solid benign lesion in the liver  
 Affects up to 20% of population and is usually solitary 
 Female : Male ratio 3:1 at age 45yr 
 It is a congenital large endothelial lined vascular space  

Up to 25cm dia. – Average 5cm 
Has no malignant risk 
 
Presentation: 
 Incidental finding, RUQ mass(when large), bleeding, compression of 

Surrounding structure – Very rarely symptomatic 
On CT: Asymmetrical nodular peripheral enhancement in arterial phase with 
With centripetal filling 
On MRI: T1 Hypo-intense, T2 Hyper-intense, Contrast enhanced as for CT 

 Management: 
  Only if symptomatic or rupture 
  Options are: 
   Enucleation and inflow control 
   Embolization of feeding vessels 
   Formal liver resection 
 
Focal Nodular Hyperplasia: 
 2nd Most Common benign liver lesion 
 Dia. < 5cm 
 More common in young females, has no true capsule and carries no malignant risk 

Histology: Chords of benign hepatocytes combined by fibrous septa from a central 
scar. Atypical biliary epithelium 
 
Investigations: 
 Normal AFP 

CT scan: Well circumscribed with central scar. Hyperdense in arterial phase, 
Isodense in venous phase 
MRI: T1-Hypo-intense, T2-Hyper-orIso-intense. Fibrous central scar 
 Gadolinium: Enhances as CT 

 Management: 
  No management required 



  Reassure patient and consider stopping Oestrogen use 
  Resect if unsure of diagnosis, or in rare symptomatic cases 
 
 
Hepatic Adenoma: 
 Benign Hepatocyte proliferation 
 Usually solitary 
 It carries a 10-25% malignant risk i.e. pre-malignant lesion 
 Female: Male ratio 11:1 due to oestrogen use 
 Well vascularized by hepatic artery and has a risk to rupture and bleed 

Histology: Congested hepatocytes with glycogen deposits, contains no bile ducts, no 
Kupffer cells, no lobules 
 
Presentation: 
 Incidental on U/S (usually during pregnancy), mass, RUQ pain, rupture/bleed 
 CT: Sharp borders. Arterial enhancement, Iso- or Hypo-dense in venous phase 
 MRI: T1-Hyper intense, Gadobenate dimeglumine causes no enhancement as 
 it is excreted via bile ducts and kidneys 
Management: 
 Stop Oestrogen use 
 Surgical resection: 
  Before planned pregnancy or in 2nd trimester 
  Dia. >5cm 
  Documented increase in size 
  If lesion <5cm resect if: 
   Symptomatic 
   Unsure diagnosis 
   Low risk area in healthy patient 
   High risk patient -> male  
 May consider 6monthly surveillance in 
  Non-pregnant  
  Healthy young female with oestrogen use 
   And 

Lesion <5cm, oestrogen usage is to be stopped and female is not 
planning pregnancy 

 
Regenerative Nodule 
 Hepatocyte hypertrophy in cirrhosis 
 Normal AFP 
 Usually multiple and fairly small 
 Not pre-malignant 
 Main problem is to differentiate it from HCC  
 MRI with liver specific contrast will assist to differentiate 
 Requires no management, manage the cirrhosis 
 
 
 



Cystic Benign Liver lesions: 
 Simple/Congenital Cyst and Poly-cystic Liver disease 
 Other cysts found in the liver are: 
  Metastatic lesions (NET metastases) 
  Biliary origin such as Caroli’s disease 
  These are discussed under their respective topics 
 
Congenital Cyst: 
 Simple cyst without septa  
 Thin wall and clear content 
 Female : Male ratio 4:1 with a 3% prevalence 
 No biliary communication 
 No malignant risk 
 Histology: Due to excluded, hyperplastic, bile duct rests. Cyst epithelium is cuboidal  
 And contains non-bilious serous fluid 
 
 Presentation: 

Accidentally found on imaging, asymptomatic unless large(RUQ mass, early 
satiety, pain) or if intra-cystic bleeding occurs (pain, anaemia, shock) 

 Imaging: 
  Thin wall, no septa, homogenous, fluid filled 
 Management: 
  Usually requires no management 
  If symptomatic or complication occurs 
   Arterial embolization if bleeding 
   Aspiration and sclerosant injection 
   Laparoscopic Enucleation/deroofing (Most favored) 
   Resection    
Polycystic Liver disease: 
 Multiple simple liver cysts associated with Polycystic kidney disease(PCKD1 or 2) 
 Number of cases and cysts increase with 
  Age, Female gender, number of renal cysts and worsening renal function 
 No malignant risk 
 Histology: Similar to congenital cyst 
 
 Presentation: 
  Kidney cysts first 
  Asymptomatic when small (<2cm) 
  When burden or size increases: 
   Renal dysfunction or failure 
   Abdominal pains 
   Early satiety 
   RUQ or Renal/flank mass 
   Shortness of breath (diaphragmatic splinting 
  Complications of cysts: 
   Bleeding, anaemia or pain 
   Large, mass effect, rupture, secondary infection 



 Diagnosis: 
  Mildly elevated GGT with otherwise unremarkable LFTs 
  Decreasing renal function 
  Imaging: Multiple simple cysts in liver and also kidneys 
  PCKD 1 or 2 gene mutation 
  Other associated conditions: 

Pancreatic cysts, cerebral aneurysm, inguinal hernia, mitral valve 
regurgitation, diverticulosis 

 Management: 
  These patients die of renal failure. Involve the nephrologist NNB 
  Symptomatic relief for liver cysts: 
   Medical management  

Has no proven benefit 
   Surgical Management: 
    Aspiration and sclerotherapy of large dominant cyst/s 
    Laparoscopic/Open enucleation 
     Not easy, may bleed or cause bile leak 

Due to compacted normal liver tissue between 
cysts 

    Liver resection may be an option when 
      Massive hepatomegaly 
      Mass effect causing symptoms 
      There is a dominantly affected hemi-liver 
    Combined Hepato-renal transplantation 
 
In Summary 
 
Benign liver lesion are common. The diagnosis is made by imaging and not biopsy. However 
if the diagnosis is unclear after adequate imaging (U/S and CT and MRI with contrast) then 
the decision to do a biopsy should be made by a HPB surgeon. The biopsy would then be in 
the form of an excision as this is the safest. Only if excision is not possible/feasible a biopsy 
may be considered. 


